
ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING (ERP) TRANSFORMATION

Business Transformation is at the heart of any major ERP implementation.

The B2E proposition is to lead the transformation of people, process and

technology across Finance, HR & Payroll, Procurement and Reporting via our

experienced consultants.
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DATA PROTECTION

Our Data Protection Services can help businesses confidently manage their

privacy risks, improving trust with customers and regulators at lower costs.

These services are built around the strongest SME core available on the market,

augmented by the 20,000 strong B2E Consulting Community.
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VALUE FROM TECHNOLOGY

Information Technology is arguably now the main determinant of success, and

the key differentiator, in almost every industry.  Business success depends on

getting it right, and the capability of the IT function is critical.

B2E work with businesses to review their IT capabilities – people, process and

technology – and ensure they are set up for success.
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IT SOURCING

B2E's  approach to IT sourcing seeks to ensure that service providers’ specialist

capabilities are optimised to achieve the organisation goals. This requires deep

experience across the full sourcing lifecycle. Working with the retained

organisation, we strive to set clear expectations, minimise disruption during

service transitions and establish governance that exploits each service provider’s

contribution.

OPEN BANKING & FINTECH SERVICES OVERVIEW

2018 saw the introduction of Payment Services Directive 2 (PSD2) in the UK, which is

often also referred to as “Open Banking”. This allows consumers to choose to share

bank information with 3rd parties and avoids the need to use a credit/debit card or

PayPal. Having been involved in a number of FinTechs and start-ups, B2E Consulting

is well placed to advise clients on how to identify, explore and exploit the potential

business opportunities. We even have our own inhouse FinTech in the Benefits

Administration space – our sister company B2E Technologies.
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Blockchain is a technology to speed up business processes and provide

assurance across organisation boundaries. Its deployment is ideal when your

organisation works across boundaries to deliver an end-to-end business process.

B2E can help your blockchain design to allow a set of business rules to be

distributed to multiple parties without costly infrastructure and allow a fully

secured and auditable process.
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